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Muir Hall’s intramural soccer team, celebrating their victory in kingly style, are no doubt happy the U.U. fountain has come out of hibernation. MICHAEL SEAMAN/Mustang Daily
Santa Ana winds blast San Luis with some African heat
By Donna Taylor
sta ff Writer
San Luis Obispo finally made 
the big time Monday, receiving 
notoriety on the “ Today” show 
for being the hotspot of the 
country Sunday with 111-degree 
temperatures.
Temperatures as high as 108 
degrees sizzled San Luis Obispo 
over the weekend, but they are
expected to return to normal by 
this afternoon.
Y es te rd ay , how ever,
unbearable temperatures caused 
many a student to blow off class 
in favor of catching some rays at 
Avila. There were also rumblings 
of classes and labs being cancel­
ed due to a lack of air condition­
ing in classrooms.
Students with classes in the 
Com puter Science, Fischer
Science and Music buildings may 
have gotten a break from the 
high temperatures, as the build­
ings are partially cooled by air 
conditioning. Those in the Ad­
ministration Building, the Uni­
versity Union most classrooms 
on campus, however, were on 
their own to try to beat the heat, 
using notebooks to fan their 
perspiring faces.
Gary Ryan of the National
Weather Service branch in Santa 
Maria said that the hot trend is 
not as unusual for October as 
people may think.
“ We call this typical Santa 
Ana conditions, and it’s usually a 
three-day event,” he said. “ The 
hot weather is caused by high 
pressure over the Great Basin 
(Nevada and Utah), and conflic­
ting low pressure off the Califor­
nia coast. Hot wind is therefore
blowing from the valley, which 
cancels out the sea breeze we 
normally get.”
“ By Tuesday, things should be 
back to normal,” said Ryan. 
“ Extreme weather records are 
not kept in San Luis Obispo, but 
this could definitely be close to a 
record. However, October as a 
whole often has several days over 
100 degrees, and then the winter 
mode takes over in November.”
Students find value in ag projects
Program offers experience,units and money to all majors
Many factors keep 
Poly grads in town
By Julie Williams
sta ff Writer
Every quarter nearly 200 Cal Poly students are 
gaining practical experience and earning elective 
units while trying to make some money, but it’s 
not through internships or cooperative educational 
programs.
The School of Agriculture offers the opportunity 
to students through enterprise programs. All 
departments within the school offer these pro­
grams.
“ It used to be that mostly farmers entered the 
School of Agriculture, where now we have less than 
20 percent of our students coming from a farm,” 
said Wes Mueller, crop science professor and 
enterprise adviser. “ Many are interested in the
field, but may never have even been on a tractor 
before.”
More than 300 acres of land on campus are used 
for the enterprise program. The crop science 
department has projects in tree crops (nuts, citrus 
and avocados), field crops (wheat, barley, oats and 
corn) and a wide variety of vegetables.
Under the help and supervision of the project 
adviser, students are responsible for preparing the 
land and soil, planting the seeds, nurturing the 
plants during growth, harvesting the yield and 
selling the final product. Depending on the crop, 
students will learn about various herbicides and 
fertilizers and their application or how to run 2 
tractor or combine, a machine used in harvesting.
Most of the crops are sold at Farmer’s Market,
local stores and the Campus 
Store. Field crops are 
generally sold to feed mills, 
including the one at Cal Po­
ly, seed companies, ranches 
or people in the community 
needing some hay or feed. 
Sometimes the field crops 
are sold before they are even 
harvested by signing a con­
tract with a buyer after 
planting.
Each group of students 
See ENTERPRISE, page 4
By Donna Taylor
sta ff Writer
SAE mobile
A car that weighs 150 
pounds, is controlled by 
a joy stick and can 
travel 757 miles on less 
than one gallon of gas 
will travel to Long Beach 
this week for a national 
convention.
See page 7
We all remember what made 
us decide to come to Cal Poly — 
its great academic reputation, 
the beach, the weather. But what 
makes 8 to 9 percent of Cal Poly 
graduates stay in San Luis 
Obispo?
Alumni who have chosen to 
make a home and a living on the 
Central Coast offered a range of 
answers to that question.
Debbie Eastman, a 1986 grad­
uate and assistant director of the 
Alumni Association, said that of 
all Cal Poly alumni, 9,069 chose 
to remain in the area.
“ That’s about 8 or 9 percent,” 
she said. “ I have noticed a trend, 
however, that more and more 
graduates are staying here.”
Eastman received a child and 
family development degree last 
June.
“ I’m from Salinas, which is a 
small town like San Luis,” said 
Eastman. “ I’m not really fond of 
city life, and I love the mild 
weather and slow pace of this
quaint little town.”
Arnold Volny, a 1954 graduate, 
owns Volny Construction on 
Broad Street.
“ I majored in architectural 
engineering,” said Volny, “ and 1 
built houses to pay for my 
education.”
Volny, originally from Chico, 
began his own company right 
after graduation, and his ac­
complishments have included the 
construction of the Cal Poly 
swimming pool and remodeling 
of several dorms.
“San Luis Obispo has been 
good to me. I’m very happy I 
decided to stay,” said Volny, 
who raised three children here. 
“ Several of my friends are en­
vious of me because I could stay, 
but they couldn’t because the job 
market is just not here.”
Joanne Dowty is vice president 
of marketing for Wings West 
(which owns American Eagle air 
service), but she agreed that job 
opportunities are limited in San 
Luis Obispo.
“ I worked with Swift Air until 
Sec ALUMNI, page 5
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Like, language as we know it 
is eroding into oblivion, dude
I have just figured out the reasoning behind all those English requirements at Cal Poly. The English language has been severely distorted by 
our youth (yeah, us). Just listen to a typical con­
versation involving at least one college student 
(yourself will do), and this frightening problem will
Reporter’s notebook
Editorial
The media is here 
for a reason
R ecently Gary H an  and the Central Intelligence Agency have fired criticism at the media, accusing it of ruthless 
tactics and indiscriminate judgment.
Gary Hart blamed the media for ending his career and call­
ed reporting practices “ headhunting.” The CIA doesn’t like 
what Bob Woodward has written in his book “ Veil; The 
Secret Wars of the C IA .” It claims the book has cost them 
valuable information by turning away informants who will no 
longer trust their anonymity to the CIA. The CIA also, of 
course, does not like the fact that Woodward exposed their 
habits of hiding public information and spying on honest 
Americans with liberal beliefs.
Hart and the CIA can complain all they want, but it is a 
fact that the media is only doing its job . If it weren’t, we 
would have someone like Hart or Joe Biden running our 
country, and the CIA might exercise a free hand in the world. 
That wouldn’t be American.
The media is there to help the people make decisions about 
their world. Sifting through the dirt is an important part of 
the job, and if a few dirty individuals in high places are 
brought to the surface, then the world will be better off.
It doesn’t take a genius to realize that the people who are 
screaming at the media are the ones who have been burned in 
the news. And it wouldn’t be in the news if it weren’t true. 
That wouldn’t be American.
come to light.
It goes by unnoticed by, like, all of us. You know, 
it’s like part of our everyday speech. People don’t 
“ say” they “go.” For example, I asked him what 
he meant and he goes, “ I totally just told you, 
dude!” Another form of “ to say” is “ all,” often 
prefixed by the verb to be (with an apostrophe ‘s’ ). 
Example: “ He’s all, I totally just told you, dude!”
“ Totally” is another word that is improperly 
overused. So is “ whatever.” Another example: 
“ She said, give it a rest and I’m like, whatever.” 
This is an actual phrase I overheard on this aca­
demically superior campus, a college that Money 
Magazine called one of the nation’s 10 best buys 
for the education. Maybe our poverty contributes 
to this wanna-be-a-valley-girl language.
Should we blame the dreaded valley-talk era for 
our speech impairment? Are we victims of this era, 
spearheaded by thousands of gag-me-with-a-spoon 
teenyboppers who shopped at the Galleria and 
worshipped Moon Unit Zappa? God, I hope not. 
But it is amazing how the likes, the ya knows, and 
the totally’s just flow from our mouths as easily as
obscenities from Eddie Murphy.
The most amazing thing, though, is how hard it 
is to stop this nonsense. Just since I’ve worked on 
this column. I’ve made a conscious effort to rid 
myself of this language demon, but it like haunts 
me everywhere.
It is kinda strange, however, that when I talk to 
professors or other elders (sometimes excluding 
parental units) it’s easier to be a normal com­
municator and sound halfway intelligent. Why? 
Because they don’t talk that way. How many 
times have you heard a professor say “ Like, today 
we’re gonna learn that E totally equals me 
squared, dudes.” Then again, if they did talk that
I ’ve m ade a conscious e ffo rt 
to rid m yself o f this language  
demon, bu t it like haunts m e  
everywhere.
way maybe we’d all finally understand them and 
get these, like, bitchin’ grades. What am 1 saying? 
I’m supposed to be trying to abolish this language 
mode! Anyway, it all boils down to culture. If 
you’re around people who say ya’ll instead of you 
guys, then you become J.R. Ewing. Act unto 
others as they act unto you.
What does this unique use of the language really 
say about us? Well, if you really think about it, 
words such as “ like” and “ you know” are forms of 
hesitation. Maybe if we all took a class in self-con­
fidence our society would learn to say what we are 
there to say, and delete all the useless utterances 
from our conversations.
Fat chance. Sorry folks, but I’m afraid it’s im­
possible. Just keep on chucking those English 
classes at us (as many as you can, please — the 
situation won’t be improved any if we never get 
the classes). Meanwhile, keep your feet totally on 
the ground and, like, reach for the stars, ya know?
Donna Taylor is a junior journalism major from  
the Great Valley o f Bakersfield.
Letters to the editor
Parking structure 
facts incorrect
Editor:
I was pleased to see your interest 
in the downtown parking structure 
and the picture in the Oct. 1 edition 
of Mustang Daily. However, as a 
June 1987 Cal Poly graduate in con­
struction management and project 
engineer on the job, 1 thought some 
of the facts should be set straight.
Basically, the data that was in­
cluded in the caption is data for the 
proposed parking structure, not the 
one currently under construction. 
The workers in your picture are 
pouring concrete, not cement, (ce­
ment is the bonding agent mixed 
with sand, gravel and water to form 
concrete) to form the third level of 
the structure. The site where the 
picture was taken is located at the 
corner of Palm and Morro streets. 
The structure will have four levels, 
but the correct number of parking 
spaces is 420. The construction costs 
for the project are $3 million, which 
does not include land and develop­
ment costs. The City Council award­
ed the project to Pokrajac Construc­
tion in April 1987 and the comple­
tion date is scheduled for January
1988.
Please inform your readers of the 
correct information so that rumors 
regarding the parking structure are 
not circulated.
— Michael Hicks
Project Engineer
Children’s Center 
values exposure
F.dilor:
Thank you for the excellent 
update regarding the Cal Poly 
Children’s Center in your Sepi. 
24 edition. On behalf of the C'al 
Poly faculty and staff .who began 
vocalizing their child care con­
cerns during spring quarter of 
this year, we applaud all 
coverage of child care issues i>n 
campus! As stated in vour arti­
cle, expanded child care is des­
perately needed at ('al Poly and 
sorely overdue. We lot>k forward 
to contitiued attetition ti> this 
critical issue and, hopefullv, to 
campus support of upcr)tning 
child care initiatives.
—Susan Somppi
— Maria Craw lev
— l orry Lanzone
— Polly Harrigan
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State
State loses high court appeal 
on uncovered Mono Lake land
WASHINGTON (AP) — California lost a Supreme 
Court appeal today in its battle with the federal gov­
ernment over ownership of land exposed by waters 
receding from Mono Lake.
The court, without comment, left intact a ruling that 
the federal government has title to nearly 12,000 acres of 
mineral-rich land no longer covered by the lake, located 
east of the Sierra Nevada in California. The 9th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals, applying a federal law, ruled 
last December that the uncovered land belongs to the 
federal government.
Key to the ruling was the fact that the water has 
receded gradually and imperceptibly, and not in any 
sudden or violent shift in the lake’s boundaries.
“ Shoreline migration over the lake as a whole has 
clearly not been sudden and perceptible,” the appeals 
court said. “ More important, California’s gradual loss of 
its property in the lakebed as a whole over the last sev­
eral decades is in no way comparable to (an) owner’s 
sudden loss of property when a river violently changes 
course.”
The federal government owns approximately 70 per­
cent of the lands surrounding the lake.
L.A. cops must get court OK 
before using battering ram
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court today 
refused to free Los Angeles police from having to get 
court approval before they use a motorized battering 
ram in carrying out searches or arrests.
The justices, without comment, let stand a California 
Supreme Court ruling that police must obtain permission 
from a judge or magistrate before using the battering 
ram, a converted military vehicle.
Los Angeles Police Department officials said the state 
court’s ruling creates “ an unworkable situation” because 
officers must take the time to get court approval before 
“ responding to rapidly changing situations.”
Use of the battering ram was challenged after police 
knocked a large hole in a wall of a suburban Los Angeles 
house in early 1985.
Police believed the residence was a “ rock house” where 
a type of cocaine was being sold, and that the people* in­
side were armed and dangerous.
According to the police department’s appeal, rock 
houses often are equipped with steel bars on exterior 
windows and can be entered only through multiple steel 
doors.
D o m i n d  ^
Nation
Court rejects treatment order 
for ill faith healing believer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court today 
refused to order medical treatment for a woman with 
cancer who believes in faith healing.
The court, without comment, rejected arguments by 
Ohio officials that forcing the woman to undergo treat­
ment would not violate her religious freedom because her 
beliefs are based on a psychotic delusion that she is 
married to a faith healer.
The Ohio Supreme Court last February ruled that 
Nancy Milton, a 53-year-old patient at the state-run 
Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital, is not required to 
have surgery or other treatment for a tumor in her 
uterus because of her belief in faith healing.
Hospital officials, who say the tumor will be fatal if 
untreated, argued that Milton’s beliefs are based on the 
delusion that she is married to the Rev. LeRoy Jenkins, 
a faith healer and evangelist well known in central Ohio.
The state court said, “ The fact that (she) has a long­
standing delusion that she is Rev. Jenkins’ wife and that 
he will perchance heal her infirmities simply does not 
strip (her) of her constitutional rights to freely select and 
adhere to the religion of her choice.”
6 dead, many without power 
after early New England snow
Ski resorts opened early and rising temperatures rais­
ed the threat of flooding as more than 200,000 people 
remained without electricity Monday after New England 
was battered by the earliest snowstorm of the century.
Six deaths were blamed on the weekend storm, which 
piled snow as high as 20 inches in New York’s Catskills. 
Frosty temperatures extended deep into the South, while 
the West Coast was having a 100-degree heat wave.
Snow and fallen trees on roads made thousands of 
tourists who had gone to see New England’s colorful fall 
foliage spend an extra night in motels and inns. At 
Vermont’s state Travel Division, officials wondered what 
impact the storm would have on the foliage season, 
which attracts 1 million people to the state between 
mid-September and mid-October.
“ We have checked today and found that most all of 
the state’s foliage was unaffected by the storm,” said 
Bill Braun of the Travel Division.
“ Of course, we are concerned about the perception,” 
Braun said. “ People in southern New England may have 
heard that there was this big storm in Vermont and 
think there is no foliage. Well, there is.”
World
Yeutter: Canadian trade pact 
needs supporters’ cooperation
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. Trade Representative 
Clayton K. Yeutter conceded Monday that winning con­
gressional approval of a far-reaching free trade pact with 
Canada will “ require a lot of effort” on the part of sup­
porters.
Despite initial optimism expressed by Canadian and 
U.S. officials, Yeutter said obtaining approval of the 
agreement might be difficult, particularly over some of 
its provisions — including giving Canadians access for 
the first time to oil from Alaska’s North Slope.
But he told reporters that, in the end, “ this is a 
package that should sell itself and will sell itself.”
The accord, completed after 16 months of negotiations 
and just before a midnight Saturday deadline, calls for 
an elimination of all tariffs and most other trade barriers 
between the two countries by Jan. 1, 1999. It would 
create the world’s largest open market.
But as fuller details of the accord began to surface 
Monday, key U.S. lawmakers voiced skepticism over the 
prospects for quick approval.
The pact must be approved by both Congress and th 
Canadian Parliment to take effect.
Court rejects effort to ban 
U.S. assassination of Gadhafi
WASHINGTON (AP) — A New Mexico lassyer’s at­
tempt to ban the U.S. government from ever trying to 
assassinate Col. .Moammar Gadhafi of Libya \\as re­
jected by the Supreme Court today.
The justices, without comment, let stand rulings that 
had dismissed a 1986 lawsuit filed by Richard Young of 
Santa Fe, N..M.
Young’s suit, sparked by the U.S. bombing of 
Gadhafi’s headquarters in Tripoli in .April 1986, con­
tended that such military action is illegal.
Young filed the suit in behalf of two of Gadhafi’s sons 
injured in the 1986 bombing. Gadhafi’s infant daughter 
was killed in the U.S. attack.
A federal trial judge in New .Mexico and the 10th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals threw out Young’s suit, ruling 
that federal courts have no jurisdiction oser “ discre­
tionary executive action of extremely sensitise, military, 
diplomatic and political nature.’’
In the appeal acted on todas, Young said the legal 
relief he sought “ would hase left (gosernmcnt officials) 
free to lay waste the entire nation of Libsa prosided onls 
that (thes) refrained from repeating their aiiempi to 
assassinate Gadhafi his immediate familv."
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Battling summer fires source of income for some students
By Lawrence Anton
s ta ff Writer
During the hot, dry months of 
summer, fire consumes thou­
sands of acres of the nation’s 
forests and wildlands. In a single 
afternoon last summer more than 
1,000 fires were ignited by 
lightning, igniting an inferno 
that has been called the worst in 
history.
The U.S. Forest Service and 
the Bureau of Land Management 
rely heavily on summer seasonal
firefighters, many of whom are 
college students who play a vital 
role in protecting national 
forests and wildlands from fire.
It’s not unusual to be on a fire 
for weeks at a time, said Patrick 
Miller, a senior biology major 
who for the last six summers has 
worked as a firefighter for BLM.
When on a fire. Miller said, 
you’re battling not only the 
flames but also cold, hunger and 
fear.
‘‘You have to sleep in the dirt, 
freeze to death at night, maybe
go hungry for a couple of days, 
run out of drinking water ...
“ !f you want to sleep, (to keep 
warm) you gotta sleep in the 
coals. You clear a space out in 
the coals, and you try to get 
where it’s warm enough, but 
where it won’t burn you.
“ It’s a hardship, but it really 
draws people together,’’ he said, 
adding that the comradeship was 
one of the things he enjoys most 
about the job.
Miller was attached to a 
helicop ter-a ttack  crew that
operates out of Bridgeport, 
Calif., where two years ago he 
became friends with Mike 
Driscoll, a junior biology major.
Driscoll began firefighting 
with the forest service three 
years ago at the urging of his fa­
ther, a fire chief in Nevada.
The forest service and BLM 
o p e ra te  an in te ra g en c y  
h e l ic o p te r -a t ta c k  crew  at 
Bridgeport.
“ I find (firefighting) exciting,’’ 
said Driscoll. “ A lot of people 
wouldn’t. They’d find it hard
Located at 
717 Higuera
544-7775
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work because you’re busting butt 
when you’re actually on the fire.’’
As members of a helicopter- 
attack crew. Miller said, “ We’re 
the first ones (on the fire) 
because our response time is a lot 
faster.’’ Usually two crewmen 
will be dropped in front of an ad­
vancing fire, he said, adding it’s 
their responsibility to launch the 
initial attack and assess the sit­
uation.
If the fire should grow too 
large for the initial attack crew 
to handle, Driscoll said, it would 
be their responsibility to call in 
for additional crews and to direct 
air-tanker drops of fire-retardant 
chemicals.
“ Most of the fires we go on are 
lightning strikes,’’ said Driscoll. 
“ They start out with one tree ... 
If it’s like that, usually you can 
See FIGHTERS, page 5
Show student I D weekdays 
between 2-5:00 and get 
10% OFF any purchase.
(Not good with another 
offer.)
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takes out a loan with the Cal Po­
ly Foundation to cover any costs 
involved with the project. After 
the crop has been sold and the 
gross profits collected, the loan is 
paid back. Whatever amount is 
left after that is split between 
the Foundation and the students, 
the Foundation receiving one- 
third of the money and the stu­
dents pocketing the remaining 
two-thirds.
HOUR PHOTO The Foundation’s share is used as payment for the use of the land. If a project loses money, 
the Foundation absorbs the loss 
and the students are free of any 
debt.
High Quality Photo Developing Available
in 1,4 & 24 Hours
We process 135,126,110 & Disk Film
kinko's
0
HOUR PHOTO 9 Santa Rosa(corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa)
549-8979
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This coupon entitles you to either
• 2 prints for the price of 1 on 1 & 4 hour processing 
■ Free 5 x 7  with purchase of regular color processing
STUCIC VIDCC
Only for ATM users. Only $3.50 a month.
.Sound like your kind of 
hankini '^.^
It .should if you do your day- 
to-day banking at ATMs.
Now Wells Fargo comes 
through with a .special checking 
account for [)eople who prefer 
tfie convenience of ATM banking.
The new ATM-Checking 
Account gives you unlimited use 
of over 1200 Kx|)ress St(jp auto­
mated teller machines, 24 hours 
a day. 7 days a week.
Ulus unlimited checkwriting
with no per-check charges. And 
no minimum balance required.
All for just $.3.50 a month.
And you can use your Wells 
Fargo ATM card for purcha.ses 
and cash at all participating 
ARCC) and LUCKY locations.
.St> if you don’t use the full 
services of your bank to make 
deposits and withdrawal.s, why 
pay the full .service charge?
()pen an AFM-Checking Account 
today. Only at Wells Fargo Bank.
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Enterprise projects are open to 
all students, not just agriculture 
majors. “ If an English major 
wants to learn more about farm­
ing or a particular vegetable 
crop. I’d encourage them to sign 
up,’’ said Mueller. He added that 
one might expect to average be­
tween 5-I0 hours a week, work­
ing on one of these projects.
The hours vary according to 
the crop. Tim Asamen, a crop 
science junior, said he averaged 
about three hours a day on a 
summer squash project.
“ Some days I wouldn’t work at 
all, while others I’d have to work 
all day, depending on what need­
ed to be done,’’ he said.
Mike McCluskey, a crop 
science senior, put a total of 20 
hours into his oat hay project. 
He said preparing the ground on­
ly took about three hours and the 
members of the group took turns 
watering. The plants took care of 
the rest. Harvesting was the 
bulk of the work, requiring a 
l2-hour work day to get it all 
done.
X
Most of the hay from that pro­
ject was sold through newspaper 
ads and other horse owners.
McCluskey was also involved 
in a wheat seed project that had 
been contracted out to a seed 
company in Santa Maria. This 
time he said he devoted about six 
hours for a personal return of 
$150.
TWO LOCATIONS STORE HOURS
Both students said they found 
the projects rewarding and ex­
tremely worthwhile. Asamen said 
he learned the importance of 
communication after working so 
closely with his group, as would 
be true in any business venture.
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! RENT A MOVIE
San Luis Obispo Office 
665 Marsh Street 
546-5008
Foothill Office 
1001 Foothill Blvd. 
544-8300
i GET ONE FREE
(of similar value )
RENT A VCR 
AND A MOVIE
FOR
$7.95
According to Mueller, Cal Poly 
is the only university in the 
country to have such an exten­
sive enterprise program and it I adds a lot of variety to his day 
I  and to the schedules of other 
I  professors, who are also project 
■ advisers.
c I; ''.ri / lAitf'lit:' 1 i /IC STUDIO VIDEO COUPON •
EXPIRES 10/26/87
STUDIO VIDEO COUPON  
expires 10/26/87
!  Said Mueller: “ When I got a 
■ Ph.D., I didn’t expect to be get- 
I ting as dirty as I sometimes do. 
I  Sometimes I’ll rush in from a
I  project with my grubbies on and 
■ have to teach class that way!’’
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By Joan IM. Halpin
sta ff Writer
Problems in a relationship are 
not caused by a good or bad guy, 
just two ways of seeing a situa­
tion, a clinical psychologist said 
Wednesday.
Myths of marriage was the 
first in a series of topics discuss­
ed in “ Making Marriage Work,” 
a seminar taught by Steve and 
Cathy Brody with the Cal Poly 
Extension program.
Steve Brody, who holds a 
Ph.D. in clinical psychology, said 
a Woody Allen film titled “ Annie 
Hall” had a great example. In 
one scene, Allen complains to his 
psychiatrist he isn’t getting
The myths o f marriage
‘A lasting relationship takes 
more than romantic inten­
tions. It takes as much work 
as building a business, rais­
ing a child or earning a 
degree ... Communication 
problems are not limited to 
sex.’
enough sex with his partner, ac­
tress Diane Keaton. In the same 
scene, Keaton complains to her 
analyst that Allen is an animal 
who wants sex all the time.
Allen’s and Keaton’s humor 
showed what was sufficient for 
one was too much for the other.
K.M. CANNON/Mustang Daily
These communication pro­
blems are not limited to sex. It 
may be the same for money mat­
ters, child rearing or any opinion 
difference a couple has, said 
Brody.
The Brodys contend a lasting 
relationship takes more than
romantic intentions. It takes as 
much work as building a 
business, raising a child or earn­
ing a degree.
A time commitment is neces­
sary to make it work. Set aside 
time for youself and your partner 
to prioritize activities and make
sure you put each other on the 
list was the Brodys’ message.
Cathy Brody is using class 
data for her master’s thesis, 
which will analyze the effec­
tiveness of the course. She said 
the class will not cover individual 
problems, but will look at 
episodes in her 15-year marriage 
“ W'e might even leave an argu­
ment at home unresolved and br­
ing our communications skills to 
class,’’ she said.
Most of the approximately 20 
class members are attending the 
class to improve themselves and 
their relationships. Bob and 
W'ilma Sparling from Atascadero 
have been married for 32 years 
•See MYTHS, back page
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cut a line around it by just rak­
ing away the extra fuel. And that 
will usually control and later 
contain it.’’
By working summers fighting 
fires, both Miller and Driscoll are 
able to earn enough money to 
pay their expenses for the school 
year.
“ Everybody’s thinking about 
money,” Driscoll said. “They 
want to get the overtime.”
Overtime pays time-and-a-half. 
And when a crew first arrives on
a fire, they may work for several 
days straight, getting paid for a 
24-hour day.
Miller said he didn’t know of 
any other job where someone will 
give him that kind of overtime.
W hen b a ttl in g  flam es , 
firefighters receive hazardous 
duty pay in addition to overtime 
pay.
“ As long as we’re on that fire,” 
Miller said, “ we’re making more 
money.”
But fire crews aren’t always 
fighting fires. When not on a fire.
Driscoll said, crews are busy 
repairing and m aintaining 
equipment, assisting with gov­
ernment construction projects 
and aiding other agencies in any 
number of tasks.
This summer. Miller said, their 
helicopter crew hauled building 
materials to the summit of a 
12,000-foot mountain where a 
microwave relay station was be­
ing built.
Also, they assisted wildlife and 
game personnel by counting the 
number of wild horses in the
district and tracking their 
movement.
Driscoll said one of the most 
interesting projects he was in­
volved with last summer was one 
to save the Lahontan trout, an 
endangered species. They were 
trapped in a dying stream, he 
said, so the crew air-lifted the 
trout out to another stream 
where they could survive.
However, both Miller and 
Driscoll prefer fighting fires. 
“ Actually being on the line, on
the head of the fire, is the most 
exciting,” said Driscoll. “ It’s a 
rush.”
Although anyone can apply for 
forest service and BLM summer 
positions, most of the applicants 
are students, said Linda Jiler, 
assistant fire program director 
for BLM. “ Usually the people 
that do apply (for summer 
employment) are students,” she 
said. “ Because tney’re just 
field-type workers during the 
summer, it works out vsith their 
education.”
ALUMNI
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Rick Griswold DARRELL MIHOMutUng Dally
*San Luis Obispo is the ideal place to 
settle down and raise a family. The 
pace is more liveable, the people are 
friendlier ... There may be more of a job 
market in the large cities, but you pay 
the price in smog and congestion.’
—Rick Griswold
CLASS C3C0UNTERS
From page 1
they went bankrupt in 1981, and 
then Wings West contacted me,” 
said the 1982 Cal Poly alumna. 
“ I was transferred to L.A. within 
six months. 1 was really glad 
when the headquarters moved to 
San Luis, because I love it here, 
and a year and a half ago I 
became vice president.”
Rick Griswold is the regional 
director of the Alumni Associa­
tion in San Luis Obispo, and he 
is also happy to have stayed on 
the Central Coast.
“ I graduated with a NRM 
degree, but my work now has 
nothing to do with that,” said 
Griswold, who owns San Luis 
Mailing Service. “ After gradua­
tion (in 1981), 1 bought the
business.”
The 30-year-old married his 
high school sweetheart, who also 
graduated from Cal Poly, and 
they have two children.
“ I was born and raised in Nor- 
thridge, but San Luis Obispo is 
the ideal place to settle down and 
raise a family,” he said. “ The 
pace is more liveable, the people 
are friendlier and it’s a smaller, 
intimate town. There may be 
more of a job market in the large 
cities, but you pay the price in 
smog and congestion.”
Voil’a is a complete personal 
ca re  se rv ice  t ha t  o f f e r s  
everything from tanning beds to 
nail care to massages. Its owner, 
Judy Tyner, received a degree 
from San Diego State in 1966 but 
then worked at Cal Poly for 12 
years.
“ While doing clerical work at 
Cal Poly, 1 grev' to love this 
place,” said Tyner, who also took 
graduate classes here in 1975 and 
1976. “ But at first it was a terri­
ble culture shock, because 1 
couldn’t even buy a bathing suit 
in January here. That quaintness 
gave me the idea for Voil’a. 1 
thought of things that I like that 
I can’t get here.”
Tyner opened the shop in 1985, 
then the ‘ ‘ove r whe l mi ng  
response” forced her to move it 
to its current location on Marsh 
Street.
“ I had to create my own in­
dustry here, and once the 
business blossomed and I sur­
vived the culture shock, I was
hooked on San Luis Obispo,” 
said Tyner, who even offers 
chauffeur service to her clients 
for a full day of “ pampering.”
Jeff Hamm received a NRM 
degree from Cal Poly in 1980, 
and he is now the emergency 
services coordinator for the 
county.
“ I’m responsible for develop­
ing emergency response planning 
to possible disasters occurring at 
Diablo or from earthquakes,” 
said the Santa Cruz native. “ I 
really love rural, beautiful com­
munities like SLO. It’s a great 
environment to raise my two 
kids, and beats the heck out of 
L.A. I would really like to stay 
here permanently.”
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The hunt is on
Placement Center helps to prepare 
students for that first job interview
By James Welch
Staff Writer
For many graduating students at Cal Poly, job searching 
brings with it a deep feeling of the unknown.
“ Unless you’ve done it before, there’s the fear of going 
through it and not knowing what to expect,“ said Placement 
Center Director Rich Equinoa.
Some know what they want to do as a career but they don’t 
know where to start. Others aren’t even sure what they want 
to do or what they are capable of, Equinoa said.
The Placement Center is geared toward helping students 
realize their potential, teaching them the critical points of job 
searching and giving them an idea of what employers are 
looking for.
“ We would like to think we have something to offer every 
graduate,“ said Equinoa.
The first task is to establish the interests of the student. 
Interests are evaluated with the help of an assessment 
worksheet, which is part of a placement manual put out by Cal 
Poly. Also found in the manual are listings of center services, 
job search reference publications, guidelines for resume writ­
ing and portfolios, interview tips, student employment ser­
vices and on-campus interviews.
“The actual meeting with the employer is the final step, but 
so many hours prior to that time need to be devoted to 
preparation,’’ Equinoa said.
Most of what the Placement Center offers is instructional 
and advisory. Equinoa said he can’t tell an employer who to 
hire but he can give the student the skills required to get the 
job.
Job search strategy is the major preparatory task. Self- 
evaluation, goal development, market research, job search skill 
development and the actual job search are the five steps 
toward completing this strategy.
If this process is unclear, or if a student has problems get­
ting started, it is time to come to the Placement Center, said 
Equinoa. “ If someone is totally in the dark there are career 
counselors who can assist them.’’
The placement manual also lists the employment status of 
recent graduates. A survey is sent out in the fall to students 
who graduated the previous yeai. The manual has a chart 
broken down into majors, listing the number of graduates 
from that major in that specific year, the number of graduates 
responding to the survey, how many of them are employed full 
time, how many part time, how many are attending graduate 
school, how many are seeking employment and then a
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durable training 
shoe. Sold in 
'86 for
$40
A PAIR
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to refuse sales to dealers, visa A Master card accepted.
Copeland’s Sports
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Ultraviolet 
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SAE’s high mileage car KEVIN MARTIN/Mustang Daily
Going places with ease
SAE club members build automobile 
that can travel 750 miles per gallon
By James Welch
sta ff Writer
I magine driving to Las Vegas without stopping. Not too impressive? What if 
the car only held one gallon of 
gas?
Kian Kiani, 23, and his brother 
Sepehr, 19, can do just that. Last 
year they, along with Bob Wim- 
mer and Wendy Dinora, spent 
their free time working on a 
high-mileage car.
The car, which weighs 150 
pounds, can travel 757 miles on 
less than one gallon of gas. 
Sepehr, a mechanical engineering 
sophomore, designed the frame 
of the car. “ 1 spent most of my 
time on the computer,” said
Sepehr, ‘‘and I used the (com­
puter-assisted design) terminals 
a lot.”
Kian,  an engi neer ing  
technology and m echanical 
engineering senior, built most of 
the car and the engine. ” 1 spent 
about one quarter on the design 
of the engine, and then about 
three quarters building it,” he 
said.
The engine itself is a potpourri 
of parts. “ We took parts from 
everything,” said Kian, “ There 
are parts from mopeds, Suzuki 
and Ho n d a  mot or cyc l es ,  
automobiles and bicycles.”
The chasis is made of steel and 
the upper frame is made of wood. 
It is covered with an extra-light 
coating called monokote, which is
what model airplanes are covered 
with.
The car is steered by a joystick 
and there is a hand brake on the 
right side of the cockpit. An 
electric starter gets the car go­
ing. It will reach a speed of 25 
mph.
As members of the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE), 
the foursome designed the car 
that took fifth place in the an­
nual Super Mileage Design 
Competition, held in Sacramento 
in June. The event is sponsored 
by SAE and the Automotive 
Association of America (AAA).
During the competition 300 
pounds are required between car 
and driver. Sepehr, the driver, 
had to carry a jug of water in his
lap during the competition.
The contest consisted of sepa­
rate runs around the California 
Highway Patrol’s training track. 
After each eight-mile run, 
mileage was calculated. A total 
of 12 schools and 15 cars were 
entered in the race. The Canadian 
teams, usually the best com­
petitors. missed the competition.
Sacramento State, the host of 
the event, took first place with 
1,971.99 mpg. Cal State Nor- 
thridge, which entered two cars, 
took second and fourth places.
“ The schools that did the best 
had big sponsors behind them,” 
said Kian. “ Our budget was $700 
compared to that of $5,000 of 
some schools.”
“ It was rough for us,” said
Sepehr, “ because we had to be 
there the day after finals and we 
didn’t have much time for 
testing.” They also had the 
smallest crew there which makes 
a difference when getting ready 
for the race.
“ We doubled our mileage on 
every run,” said Kian, “ and 1 
know that if we would have had 
the time to test we could have 
taken second place.”
The car will be displayed Oct. 
5-8 at the SAE Aerospace 
Technology Conference and Ex­
position at the Long Beach Con­
vention Center. “ This is a huge 
national convention,” said Kian, 
“ and we’re proud of the fact that 
our car is going to be there.”
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He’s a clown ..
H e’s a n u t ... 
He’s terrible ...
and he’s
Bob!
By Diane Wright
sta ff Writer
“ Hi, we’re having a sale to­
day,’’ said Terrible Bob. “ All the 
earings are 99 cents, anything on 
the back wall is $1.99, everything 
on the table is 5 cents except the 
sunglasses, which are all 99 
cents.”  A customer can only 
wonder if anything in Terrible 
Bob’s store, besides the tie-dyed 
T-shirts, ever costs more than 
$1.99.
Bob Chazen, owner of Terrible 
Bob’s Earrings at 844 Monterey 
St., said he chose the word terri­
ble because, “ that’s what my 
mom always called me — terrible. 
Besides, my prices are terrible.’’
Terrible Bob has become quite 
well known in the 10 months his 
store has been open in San Luis 
Obispo. Chazen said he has talk­
ed on KADY radio occasionally 
in the past six months. A few 
weeks ago, he was asked not to 
continue his talks.
Terrible Bob has raised a few 
eyebrows because of some of his 
unconventional business prac­
tices. Chazen said he knows some 
of the other downtown mer­
chants don’t like him, but their 
opinion doesn’t really matter to 
him.
“ They don’t like me because 
Terrible Bob is a discounter; and 
I’m obnoxious,” he said.
The appearance of Chazen and 
his store don’t give the impres­
sion of success. Looking at 
Chazen’s tie-dyed T-shirt and 
torn shoes, it would be hard to 
describe him as successful.
However Chazen said the 
number of sales he makes has 
put him in the top 1 percent of 
commissionable salespeople in 
California for the past three 
years.
“ 1 sell a pair of sunglasses 
every five minutes I’m open,” he 
said.
Terrible Bob says he makes a 
profit in the volume of business 
he does, not on the price. A 
young girl around age 10 came 
into his store and said it was the 
sixth time in two weeks she had 
been there.
Terrible Bob’s opens at 10 a.m. 
seven days a week, and closes in 
the evening when customers stop 
coming in. Chazen said in the 
summer he is usually open until 
about 10 p.m. because tourists 
are walking around and often 
wander into his store.
However, tourists comprise 
only about 20 percent of Terrible 
Bob’s business. He said about 80 
percent of his customers are 
children and students.
His approach to doing business 
is that people don’t buy a pro­
duct, they buy price. “ For a town 
that has 15,(X)0 students, the 
merchants are ignoring the stu­
dents,” he said.
Chazen’s business cards arc 
yellow and green, and though 
faded, his store is yellow and 
green also. He said that is no 
accident. He chose yellow and 
See BOB, page 10
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‘Terrible” Bob Chazen K.M. CANNON/Mustang Dally
RECORD AND
CASSETTE SALE
Pop, Rock, folk. 
Jazz, and Classics
On Sale for Limiied lime 
Shop Early for Besf Selection 
Aiffordable Prices
EiGxial Booletoie
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green because they are Cal Poly’s 
colors.
Chazen said he knows what 
students want. “ I used to let the 
kids write my orders,” he said. 
How terrible Bob receives his 
orders is equally unusual.
Chazen used to receive his 
orders around 11:30 a.m. on 
his store. He 
the same United 
truck would be
Thursdays at 
discovered that 
Parcel Service 
driving down Higuera Street at 
9:30 a.m.
Now, every Thursday, Terrible 
Bob walks to Higuera Street and
waits for the UPS truck to come.
When he sees the truck coming, 
he runs into the street, holds up 
his thumb and makes a rooster 
call. The UPS truck stops and 
gives Terrible Bob his shipment 
which he carries back to his 
store. ” l get my order sooner 
that way,” he said.
Chazen’s business techniques 
have not always been so un­
conventional. He worked for 
Sav-On Drug store for 15 years 
in Los Angeles, where he was 
born. His father owns a large car 
agency and Chazen said that 
may have given him some desire 
to go into sales, although he 
never w anted to sell used cars.
After a divorce, he answered 
an ad in a newspaper for a 
t ravel ing costume jewelry 
salesman. He traveled through 
Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, 
Louisiana,  Mississippi and 
Arkansas for nine years selling 
jewelry to J.C. Penney Co. 
Chazen said he wore a suit every 
day.
Chazen came back to California 
selling jewelry in the San Joa­
quin Valley and San Luis Obispo. 
He said he sold costume jewelry 
to Put-Ons, Up Your Alley,
Joanns, Connections, Ann’s and 
Rileys in San Luis Obispo.
Chazen opened Terrible Bob’s
in San Luis because he was sell­
ing twice as much jewelry in San 
Luis Obispo on Fridays than he 
was selling in the San Joaquin 
Valley Monday through Thurs­
day.
Chazen says everything in life 
has a funny side. “ I don’t see bad 
in anything,” he said. He doesn’t 
laugh at others, only at himself. 
“ Laughing at yourself is funny. 
The biggest joke is it’s no fun to 
be middle-aged,” he said, poin­
ting at his balding head and 
stomach.
“ The reason people are in 
business is to make a profit,” he 
said. His lease is almost up, and 
he can rent a building in
C L A S S  R I N G S
Now is the lime to make 
\o i i r choice. Because 
e\en .\ri(]ane(l cohete 
ring — from handsome 
traditional tocontem- 
poran styles — is on sale 
now! You 11 he ini|)ressed 
with the fine.VriCaned 
crahsmanship that’s 
backed h\ a l ull Lifetime 
Warranty. .\nd you’ll 
appreciate ihesaxings. 
Don’t miss out!
The Qualit y.
The Craftsmansh¡¡). 
the Reward You Deserve.
O C T «
v k a  Deposit Required
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Bakersfield that is four times the 
size of his current store for less 
money.
Exactly when he will move, 
he’s not sure. “ Maybe the end of 
October; it’s very difficult to 
figure out how to get out of this 
store,” he said. “ But I don’t 
have a friend, I don’t have a 
girlfriend. 1 don’t know which is 
more important,  maybe the 
girlfriend, but I’m talking a point 
here — big deal.”
Terrible Bob figures he will 
probably be as happy in 
Bakersfield as he is here. “ 1 like 
me. I’m a good person, a nice 
person and I have character,” he 
said.
JOBS
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miscellaneous category.
The final numbers are im­
pressive, Equinoa said. Of the 
graduates responding to the 
survey, 83 percent are employed 
full time, 3 percent are part time 
employees, 11 percent are atten­
ding graduate school and 2 per­
cent are still searching for a job. 
“ The survey is a very postive 
feedback as to how well our 
graduates are doing,“  said 
Equinoa.
One of the most popular ser­
vices the center offers is on- 
campus interviewing. “ We will 
typically host over 500 organiza­
tions each year,” said Equinoa. 
This number tends to fluctuate 
with the state of the economy. In 
a recession fewer companies 
show up. In a boom, the center 
gets a lot more companies.
“ The number of students tak­
ing part has leveled off in the last 
few years,’’ said Equinoa. 
“ However, it has leveled off at a 
very high number.”
The best advice for students in 
the job market is to look at it 
from the employer’s point of 
view, said Equinoa. “ Essentially 
there are two questions an 
employer has about a perspective 
employee: What is this person 
bringing to our business? and 
Where do they fit in?”
M O N-FBI 7:45 AM - 4 30 PM SAT 10:30 AM - 2 :30 PM
Weight loss 
slays lost
Diet Center you’ll see fast 
rt'sulls. Without gimmicks or 
drugs. Without special foods to 
buy. Without hunger. And when 
those pounds and inches are 
gone, they’re gone! Your first 
personal consultation is abso­
lutely free. So please, call 
right now'.
Diet®
Center
1504 Marsh 
at Calif. Blvd.
541-DIET
5395 El Camino Real 
Atascadero
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Cal Poly’s Janet Vansoest attenipts to keep the ball Inbounds. MIKE SEAMAN/Mustang Dally
Questionable calls give UCLA 2-0 triumph
By Julie Williams
sta ff Writer
At the end of Sunday’s game, 
the Cal Poly women’s soccer 
team trailed UCLA, 2-0, but the
score did not reflect the inconsis­
tent officiating and playing.
SOCCER
The Mustangs came out strong 
with an early breakaway run and
shot on goal by Tami Schonigtfr. 
Cal Poly kept up the pressure 
and had many opportunities to 
score throughout the first half, 
but a couple of tough breaks 
See SOCCER, page 12
Poly takes seventh 
at Stanford invite
STANFORD — Despite being 
bogged down at the start of the 
Stanford Invitational and never 
fully recovering, the Cal Poly 
women’s cross-country team was 
able to salvage a seventh-place 
finish.
Gladees Prieur, defending 
Division II national champion, 
was the first Lady Mustang 
across the line. She finished 19th, 
58 seconds behind the winner.
CROSS COUNTRY
Head coach Lance Harter said 
he underestimated the start of 
one of the nation’s premier in­
vitational. To his surprise, the 
first 50 meters decided the out­
come,
“ The teams that got out at the 
start set up early and ran with a 
clear view of the course,’’ he said. 
“ The problem for us was a very 
sluggish, methodical pace off the 
line, and at 400 meters we found 
five of our top seven running at 
the back of the pack.’’
Prieur, Kris Katterhagen, 
Teena Colebrook and Noreen 
DeBettencourt each passed sev­
eral runners in the last 600 
meters.
“ We can correct the mistakes 
that we made easily,’’ Harter 
said. “ If we go out fast and set 
up we can run with almost any­
one. Look for it in the weeks to 
come.’’
STANFORD INVITATIONAL
Team standings:
1.Texas
2. UCLA
3. Stanford
4. Brigham Young
5. UC Irvine
6. Clemson
7. CAL POLY
Top Cal Poly finishers:
Gladees Prieur (19th, 17:46),
Teena Colebrook (31st, 18:01),
Pauline Stehly (33rd, 18:03),
Noreen DeBettencourt (46th,
18:21), Kris Katterhagen (52nd,
18:24), Sherri Minkler (55th, 18:29),
Becky Nieto (69th, 18:57).
CLASSI FI ED
AMA MEETS EVERY TUESDAY 11 ;00 ARCH 
225 ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!___________
AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
INTRODUCES GUEST SPEEKER 
ED SHAUL FROM 
SHAUL & ASSOCIATES 
TUES OCT 6 11 00 ARCH 225
AMERI^AN^iARKEfiNG
ASSOCIATION
Meeting Tues Oct 6th, 11:00 Arch 225. All 
majors welcome. Guest speaker: Ed Shaul. 
Marketing Consultant._____________________
Are you a movie lover?
ASI Films Wants You!
Be part of the great group 
that makes it happen!
It's fun & It's free!
We meet every Tuesday 
in UU220 at 11 00 am.
ASI SPEAKERS FORUM 
MEETINGS EVERY TUES 11am UU218 
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
ATTENTION ALL MAJORS MERICAN MAR­
KETING ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO 
COME TO AMA’S NEXT MEETING TO DIS­
COVER WHAT BUSINESS IS ALL ABOUT!- 
TOURS, GUEST SPEAKERS, SOCIAL AC­
TIVITY SPECIAL EVENTS. AND FRIENDLY 
PEOPLE! TUES. 11AM ARCH 225
COMPOSITES CLUB 
MEETING
GUEST SPEAKER FROM NORTHROP
DETAILS ON JPL FIELD TRIP
TUES OCT 6 AT 7PM, FISCHER SCI 289
GET INVOLVED WITH AMA
FALL LETTER ASSEMBLY 
THURS EVE OCT 8 
DETAILS AT MTG TUES 10/6 
FREE FOOD, DRINK & FUN!
Get WET and have fun doing it! 
Join the Cal Poly SCUBA CLUB 
Oct.6 8:00pm UU 207 by Chumash 
Divers and Non-divers welcome
GYMNASTICS CLUB:
Meeting Tues 9-11 PM, Fri 7-9 PM,
& Sat 5-7 PM
Info : Mark/Jeff 544-1705
Joe/Tim 541-1632
Rick 541-6962
GYMNASTICS CLUB:
First Meeting Tuesday 10/6 at 9:00 PM in
Cra.idall Gym___________________________
HUMANRESOURCESMANAGEMENTMTG
CHAPTER ONE WED 10/7 7PM ALL MA­
JORS AND NEW MEMBERS WELCOME 
CALL 544-7365 FOR MORE INFO_________
MORTAR BOARD MEETING TUES 10/6 7:30 
PM AG 223. CALL 541-2871 LEAVE PHONE 
, & MESSAGE.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS 
presents RESUME WORKSHOP'
Tues 10-6 ,6PM, GRC 103 - plan a great 
resume-join a great club!!!
WINiDSUR^ FiNG CLUB
MEETING WED 7:30PM Sci-Chem BLDG 
RM A12 BEGINNERS WELCOME!!
You don't have to be a wine snob to join the 
CAL POLY WINE SOCIETY Just show up 
at our 1st meeting Thurs 11am in Science 
A l l
ASI Films Presents:
Walt Disney's
SONG OF THE 
SOUTH
V\fed Oct. 7 7 & 9:00 
Chumash Aud. $1.50
BECOME A MEMBER OF THE GROWING 
ASI CORPORATE MARKETING TEAM. DE­
VELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS AND HELP 
IMPROVE ASI. PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
FROM LINDA LEE IN UU217A. DEADLINE
IS FRI OCT. 9__________ ________________ _
COMPUTER BOOK FAIR 
SAVE 20% - NEWEST & BEST COMPUTER 
BOOKS FROM ADDISON-WESLEY AND 
SYBEX - OCT 5-9 -EL CORRAL
DO YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR UU?
WANT TO DEVELOPE LEADERSHIP 
SKILLS? GET INVOLVED AND JOIN THE 
UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. PICK UP 
AN APPLICATION FROM LINDA LEE IN 
UU217A. DEADLINE IS THURS OCT 15
GET INVOLVEDIDEVELOP LEADERSHIP 
SKILLS. THERE ARE OVER 60 POSITIONS 
OPEN ON ACADEMIC AND CAMPUSWIDE 
STANDING COMMITTEES. SEE LINDA 
LEE IN UU217A FOR AN APPLICATION. 
DEADLINE IS FRI OCT. 9 AT 5PM
Procrastination Seminar Oct.8th 10 AM-12 
noon Chase Hall Room 102 546-1256______
TEACHER'S SOCIETY M EETÌÌ^“ “
Oct 6 at 6 in BA&E 113 
EVERYONE WELCOME!!
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS­
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD­
VANCE.
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE'
BEER SIGNS! Both lighted and mirrored All 
brands Dave 549-0870____________________
Does God really have a wife?
Mormons say yes! a 24 hour 
message, phone 544-7620 
Alert Ministry, PO Box 3406 
San Luis Obispo, Ca, 93403
Alpha Gamma Rho
Lil Sis Rush
Oct 5-9
Join the Chosen Few! 
541-1907 or 543-4410
ALPHA SIGMA
LIL SIS RUSH!
1681 PHILLIPS Ln OR CALL 543-0283 
Oct.3 Tailgate PartyfPoly Grove) 
3:00pm
Oct.9 Pajama Party/Games 8:00 pm 
Oct.11 Indoctrination 7:00pm
ALPHA UPSILON LITTLE SISTER RUSH
Tue10/6 Tequila Tue(margarit as&Pop- 
pers) 1803 Garden St V\ted10/7 Wine&Cheese 
2801 Johnson Apt;1 Th10/8 Ladies Nile 1527 
Nippomo St F r i0/9 Pinning INVITE ONLY 
ALL EVENTS 7:30pm Call 546-9692_______
DEAR AGII,
We know whose ;1.
V\te know it's going to be fun, 
because we've got Derby Days won!
Love your coaches,
Mike.Chris & Steve
DELTA TAU
PRESENTS THE 2Sth ANNUAL
LITTLE SISTER RUSH. A NEW BEGINNING 
ON OUR SILVER ANNIVERSARY.RUSH
BEGINS FR110/2 TOGA 10/6 A NITE IN THE 
TROPICS 10/7 WINE&CHEESE 10 8 INTER­
V I E W S ^ ^ ____
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
LITTLE SISTER 
RUSH
TUES 10/6 7.30 AT HOUSE 
FRI 10/9 LUAUTG 4:00 AT HOUSE 
SAT 10/10 WORKSHOP 12:00-3:00 
1617 SANTA ROSA ST 544-9913
THANKS TO ALL ZTA'S FOR ALL YOUR 
EXTRA EFFORT ZETAS ARE HOT!!!
BE SHOCKED BY THE ASTONISHING 
UNCOVERINGS OF THE MEN BEHIND THE 
IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR BEING SHOWN 
IN A VIDEO PRESENTATION NARRATED 
BY CHRISTIC INSTITUTE'S (A PUBLIC 
INTEREST LAW FIRM) DANIEL SHEEHAN 
THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT' TUES. OCT 
6. 7:10-9:00 BISHOPS LOUNGE UU 
•FREE'REFRESHMENTS SERVED SPON­
SORED BY STUDENTS FOR SOCIAL RE­
SPONSIBILITY.
FUN CRAFT CLASSES AWILABLE'!! Stop 
by your UU Craft Center for BA/V Photo.bike 
repair,woodworking and morelRelax and get 
creative!!________________________________
P O LY ^ ROYAL IS 
BACK
With a 56th annual theme contest think of 
a winning entry, and along with your name 
and phone ; drop it off at-UU Info desk- 
UU214 or the Library-Prizes for Winner
FOUND: small cassette stero recorder/ 
player. No headphones. Call jake at El Corral
Bookstore to I D ______________
LOST Levi jkt holes in back pins on frnt 
sentmtl vai RWRD 528-6531
$10-$660 WEEKLY/UP MAILING CIRC­
ULARS! RUSH SELF-ADDRESSED STAM­
PED ENVELOPE: DEPT AN-7CC-BA.9300 
WILSHIRE, SUITE 470, BEVERLY HILLS, 
CA. 90212_______________________________
FRESHMAN GIRLS Here's a chance to have 
your diet nutritionally analized by computer 
FREE! I need volunteers for senior project. 
Please call Jennifer at 543-1893 _______
" ^ I^ E a ^ O  O V E R ^ PEOPLE 
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS 
IN 30 DAYS GUARANTEED! 481-1128
***FREE’ **FREE***FREE***
ATTIC INSULATION WEATHERSTRIPPING 
WATERHEATER BLANKETS-SPONSORED 
BY SO CAL GAS. CALL ENERGY 544-4355 
•MICKI & H E L E N *______________________
CAR TROUBLE ?
Bowman's Services 
541-4919
On Campus Service
IF YOU NEED IT NOW, WE DELIVER! T- 
SHIRT PRINTING-HIGH QUALITY- LOW 
PRICES- CHEAP T'S 995-2560____________
IMPORTANT INFO:
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN 
ADVANCE.
FAST SERVICE-EXP.TYPIST-1 50 PG SR 
PROJECTS 541-0168 CHRIS
I'm still typing. For work You can trust, call 
Susie. 528-7805 Thanks__________________
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING Fast 
Cheap Revisions Spell Check Computer Edu- 
cation Svcs. 528-5049____________________
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING 
Rona. laser printer wlOOplus fonts stnd rate. 
9am-6pm MSat.544-2591
CORRECTION:
THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED 
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE. 
12:00 NOON
ADS
NOT
ATTENTION SKIERS! Copeland's Sports is 
now accepting applications for temporary po­
sitions for our annual Monster Ski Sale at 
the Vets Hall. Positions available for sales 
in skies, boots, bindings, apparel, cashier, 
etc. If you are enthusiastic and want to be 
part of a winning team, apply in person at 
962 Monterey. __________________________
EARN SHUNDREDS WEEKLYS IN YOUR 
SPARE TIME. UNITED SERVICES OF AMER­
ICA IS LOOKING FOR HOMEWORK-ERS 
TO PERFORM MAIL SERVICES. INCEN­
TIVE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION, SEND A LARGE SELF- 
ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE TO 
USA 24307 MAGIC MTN. PKWY, SUITE 
:306, VALENCIA, CA. 91355
EMT-1A’s
SAN LUIS AMBULANCE is accepting appli­
cations for part-time, on-call EMT-1A s.Flex­
ible hours.CALL KANDA KENYON-MON-FRI- 
543-2737 EOE___________________________
LARGEST SUPPLIER OF AGRICULTURAL 
GYPSUM HAS A PART TIME OPPORTUNIT 
Y FOR AN AGRONOMIST TO PERFORM 
AN D EVALUATE RESEARCH ASSIGN­
MENTS A ND DO LITURATURE INVESTI­
GATION OF GYPSUM USE. SEND RESUME 
OR WRITE TO H.M. HOLLOWAY, INC 714 
6th ST, WASCO. CA 93280______________
WORK STUDY CLERICAL ASST NEEDED 
IN REC SPORTS $4 20 PER HR 10 
HRS PER WK MUST TYPE 45WPM AND 
BE VERY ENERGETIC SEE VAL IN 
UU 118 TODAY'
YARD PERSON
PART TIME HRS AVAIL IN BUILDING 
MATERIALS YARD.SLO AREA JOB INCL. 
TRACTOR OPE RATION. HELPING CUSTOM­
ERS AND YARD MAINT$5/HOUR TO START 
CALL WEEKDAYS 8AM-11 AM 544-1375
69 FORD van 1 ton rebuilt engine & trans 
S2000 obo call 544-9568__________________
McIntosh Plus w/20Meg Harddisk Imagewriter 
Printer Excel Jazz and other software. $2400 
Call Andy 544-4361_______________________
TV. B & W Perfect for dorm room. 13in LIKE 
NEW $50/bo 543-4810
Waterbed for sale__Queen size.new
heater.brass trim.design sheets and comforter 
incld$150, 541-6833_____________________
WOMEN'S BIKINIS AS LOW AS $15.00 A 
PIECE-THE SEA BARN AVILA BEACH
1983 HONDA VT500FT ASCOT Low miles 
recently tuned, runs great. Black with new 
Metzeler tires. With helmet. $1000. A great 
deal. Call Matt at 544-4329 or 756-1143.
1976 HONDA 550 FOUR RUNS GOOD $ 2 ^  
CALL DARREN 544-3582________________
1976 HONDA XL350 CLEAN GREAT TRANS- 
PORTATION $250 541-5887_____________
1984 GPZ750 Low Miles. Good Cond $2200 
PH 544-7258 TOM
YAMAHA SCOOTER 1985 ONLY 3400 
MILES GOOD CONDITION BLUE 544-8790 
EVE 6-9 $475 OBO
ALMOST NEW WOMENS MYATA 15 SPD 
BIKE 18in ONLY RIDDEN 30 mi. Call MIKE 
OR WENDY EVES. AT 543-4805__________
SIDI REV sz44 Brnd NW $68 5432967
'75 FORD COURIER W SHELL & BOAT 
RACK.RUNS GREAT'SIOOO 541-1304
1973 SUPERBEETLE SUNROOF. RAD 
STERO. GREAT COND ORIG. OWNER 
JAMES 543-1188 LEAVE MESSAGE
DEPENDABLE CAR 30MPG AC 4-DOOR 
80 CHEVETTE $1200 OBO 461-1648 EVES 
AFTER 5:30 OR WEEKENDS
1 F RMMT NEEDED TO SHARE RM IN 
FURN CONDO MICRO.FP.W D. & MORE 
$250,'MO ICL UTILS 543-5108
Female Rmmte n/s Pinecreek Condos $275 
own room wash/dry micro etc CALL 541- 
4936
DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at $395. Low Security Deposits. Phone 
Daily 9am-6pm 238 4080 1227 Corral Creek 
PR.
PINECREEK CONDO NEW- NEED 3 FM 
ROOMMATE $238-275/MO. CALL 
MICHELLE (714) 644-4192
BUYING A HOUSE?FOR A FREE LIST OF 
ALL THE AFFORDABLE HOUSES/CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO. INCLUDING CONDOS 
NEAR POLY. CALL STEVE NELSON 543 
8370. FARRELL SMYTH. INC MESSAGE _
Condos & Homes for sale informatio n packe 
available on campus Call Marguerite C2i 
541-3432_________________________
FREE LIST of condos & houses for sale ir 
SLO. County Properties Call Mary Lou, Real 
tor, 543-0803
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and feel that if there is some­
thing new they can learn to 
enrich their marriage, “ then all 
the better.”
Class members Guy and Jen­
nifer Moerman have been mar­
ried two months and said that 
they just want to better their 
relationship. Jennifer is a Cal Po­
ly architecture major.
Jan Pieper, director of personal 
and employee relations, said Cal 
Poly does not have any 
statistical data on the percentage 
of married students at the uni­
versity. In the past this informa­
tion was available, but due to the 
Act of Privacy it is unlawful to 
give information on an individu­
al’s age, marital status, race, sex, 
national orgin, color or religion. 
Although public data is available 
on the number of male and 
female students, the computer 
does not list married couples.
The Brodys stressed that cou­
ples should do only what works 
for them. There are only two 
solutions to a problem: to change 
perspective on a problem, or to 
change it. The solution used 
varies for everyone and depends 
on the personalities involved.
The class will meet on Wed­
nesdays through Nov. 18, from 7 
to 9:30 p.m. in the Math and 
Home Economics Building Room 
227.
Mustang
Daily
Where can 
you find news 
of campus, 
pictures of 
your friends, 
ideas for the 
weekend, & 
iots more?
Mustang
Daily
Rain and cold fail to slow Mustangs
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — The 
air was cold, the ground was 
muddy and the rain was pouring. 
The Cal Poly men’s cross-country 
team overcame those adverse 
conditions last Friday to finish 
seventh in the Notre Dame In­
vitational.
Of the six teams that finished 
ahead of the Mustangs, only 
defending champion Edinboro of 
Pennsylvania was a Division II 
squad. Running in the blue divi­
sion, the Mustangs were pitted 
against mostly Division I teams. 
Had they run in the weaker gold 
division, which had mostly Divi­
sion II squads, they would have 
won easily.
Mike Livingston was the first 
Mustang to cross the line. He 
finished 19th, 53 seconds behind 
the winner. Livingston managed 
the top-20 finish despite falling 
at the half-mile mark. The runner 
just ahead of him fell while mak-
CROSS COUNTRY
ing a turn, tripping Livingston in 
the process.
After recovering, Livingston 
was able to pass teammate 
Christopher Craig, who had led 
the Mustangs most of the race, 
in the last 100 yards. Craig 
finished 26th, just six seconds 
behind Livingston.
SOCCER
From page 11
made it hard to rally back.
The Mustangs were called on a 
hand ball in their own penalty 
box, giving UCLA a free penalty 
shot on goal. The attempt was 
successful, putting the Mustangs 
behind, 1-0.
Then, a questionable Bruin 
breakaway resulted in a one-on- 
one confrontation with Cal Poly 
goalie Andie Schoppa. It resulted 
in another UCLA goal.
“ We just gave up, expecting 
the offside to be called but there 
was never a whistle,” said head 
coach Robert Rendon. “ The of­
ficiating was so inconsistent you 
couldn’t count on anything”
In the second half, Rendon was 
given a red card and ejected from 
the game for arguing over what 
he felt was another inconsistent 
and unfair call against his team. 
It seemed to represent the 
Mustangs’ frustration on the 
field as well.
“ W'e weren’t playing up to our 
potential,” he said. “ W'e’re 
stronger than that and it just
wasn’t shown.”
Schoppa made some tremen­
dous saves on shots that seemed 
destined to reach the back of the 
net. Halfbacks Meg Harding and 
Lisa Best played with great in­
tensity throughout the game 
despite the wilting heat, as did 
freshman forward Joanne Hug­
gins.
“ I thought we were the better 
team, but there was a lack of 
communication and we missed 
some great opportunities because 
of it,” said Huggins.
Best said: “ UCLA is our big­
gest rival and it was terrible out 
there because I don’t think they 
came here to play soccer. I think 
they just wanted to fight!”
The Lady Mustangs, 1-1 in 
league after an easy win over 
Loyola Marymount on Saturday, 
will face Cal State Northridge 
and San Diego State on the road 
this weekend.
“ It was a fast start,” said 
sweeper Kathy Waldal. “ We had 
our toughest game (UCLA) the 
first weekend. But we’re not 
worried. We are gonna be tough 
to beat again.”
The Annual Audit for Fiscal Year 
1986-87 for the California Polytechnic 
State University Foundation has now 
been completed. Copies for public 
information are now available in 
the Foundation Director’s Office 
(Trailer- Truckee Road) and the 
Campus Library.
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Clue # I
Campus Store treasure hunt; 2nd annual! 
Maybe it's under a drinking fountain like 
last year. Could be in the Campus Store.
$ 100 PRIZE Daily clui-s Availaolr ai Campus Slott* O ti. O - Oct 13 Mon.-lri, 6:30 A M  - 10 00 I’ M. Sat.-Sun 0 00 A M.- 10:00 I’ M.
Head coach Tom Henderson 
said the Mustangs handled the 
conditions well.
“ They responded beautifully,” 
he said. “ I only took this trip 
because this is an experienced 
group. They were ready to per­
form at that level.”
In fact, Henderson said, the 
conditions were ideal. The NCAA 
meet will be held in Evansville, 
Ind., where there will be a high 
chance of rain in November.
After the meet, the Mustangs 
traveled to Evansville to inspect 
the course, which Henderson said 
was hilly and challenging.
“ Training at Evansville will 
prove invaluable,” he said. “ As 
long as you know what to 
prepare for, it will work to your 
advantage.”
NOTRE DAME INVITATIONAL 
Team standings:
1. Michigan
2. Edinboro
3. Notre Dame
4. Central Michigan
5. Eastern Michigan
6. Ball State
7. CAL POLY
Top Cal Poly finishers;
Mike Livingston (19th, 25:03),
Christopher Craig (26th, 25:09), 
Phil Ghidossi (43rd, 25:32), Tim 
Campbell (46th, 25:34), Michael 
Miner (50th, 25:37), Jim Chaney 
(75th, 26:01), Gary Charbonneau 
(92nd, 26:29).
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Ball Point Pen 89^
Wliatever the assignment. Pilot has the formula 
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot’s Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points, 
lets you breeze through long,note-taking sessions. In fact, 
we’ve made writer’s fatigue a thing of the past! This crystal barreled 
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort 
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best of all, you’ll never 
throw it out because it’s refillable.
The p)erfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is Pilot’s 
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed 
system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustration of lead 
breakage. The Pencilier’s jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while 
the ribbed grip offers the same comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus 
bookstore today...The Better Ball 
Point Pen and The Pencilier.
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Mama Mia!
a huge 15" pizza for only 
Impossible?No... 
Nero's
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FAST FREE DELIVERY OF ENTIRE MENU
CALL 543-1114
Hours: Sunday-Thursday: II a.m.-ll p.m.; Friday-Saturday 11 a.m.-I a.m.
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